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Aggregate production planning, 130-141 
Approximate reasoning 
with interval-valued fuzzy sets, 121-142 
and prototypical knowledge, 157-177 
ATMS (assumption-based truth maintenance 
system), 219-237 
Belief functions, 307 
Belief plausibility, pluralistic evaluation of, and 
its application to nonmonotonic reasoning, 
219-237 
Causality and maximum entropy updating, 87- 
114 
Causal reasoning vs. diagnostic reasoning, 104- 
108 
Certainty factor model, 240-241 
Consistent bounds, 437-439, 455-459 
Constraint propagation of label sets, some ex- 
tensions of, 417-435 
Counteffactuals, 92-104 
Default constraints, 426-428 
Default knowledge in constraint propagation of 
labels, 428-432 
Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence 
and evidential reasoning, 307-313 
Jeffrey-like rules of conditioning for, 143- 
156 
for real-world image analysis, 59-85 
Entropy, maximum 
application to inexact reasoning, 1-34 
updating, causality and, 87-114 
Epistemic necessity, possibility, and truth, 35- 
57 
Evidence fusion, 437-466 
Evidential analyses, explaining, 299-353 
Evidential language for uncertain and nonmono- 
tonic reasoning, 397--406 
Evidential reasoning 
for a pyramid vision system, 59-85 
generating explanations within, 314-323 
overview, 307-314 
Expert systems 
and applicability of maximum entropy to 
inexact reasoning, 1-34 
and explanation generation, 299-353 
prototypical knowledge-based, and approxi- 
mate reasoning, 157-177 
rule-based, 239-258 
a valuation-based language for, 383-411 
Fuzzy knowledge-based systems, tools for deal- 
ing with imprecision and uncertainty in, 35- 
57 
Fuzzy label sets and constraints, 424-426 
Fuzzy logic, 185-192, 195-217, 359-382 
Fuzzy modus ponens, interval-valued, 126-130 
Fuzzy Prolog, fundamentals, 179-193 
Fuzzy relational data models, on nearness mea- 
sures in, 267-298 
Fuzzy resolution principle, 181-185 
Fuzzy sets, interval-valued, approximate rea- 
soning with, 121-142 
Image analysis, for pyramid vision system, 59- 
85 
Inexact reasoning 
applicability of maximum entropy to, 1-34 
conceptual model for, in rule-based systems, 
239-258 
Inference network, 245-252 
Jeffrey-like rules of conditioning for the 
Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence, 143- 
156 
Logical inference, presumption and prejudice 
in, 359-382 
Maximum entropy 
applicability to inexact reasoning, 1-34 
updating, causality and, 87-114 
Modus ponens 
discrepancy in the implementation f, in the 
presence of fuzzy quantities, 259-265 
fuzzy, interval-valued, 126-130 
generalized, semantics and computation of, 
195-217 
Multiple-valued truths, 49-53 
Nearness measures in fuzzy relational data 
models, 267-298 
Necessity and possibility, 37-49 
Possibility theory, 35-57 
Predicate logic, 367-369, 374-379 
Probabilistic evidence, fusion of, 437-466 
Propositional logic, 361-367, 373-374 
Prototypical knowledge, approximate r asoning 
and, 157-177 
Relevance measures, 163-167 
Rescher's plausibility index, extended, 219-237 
Resemblance r lation, 289-294 
Rule-based language, some problems with, 
384-386 
Rule-based systems, conceptual model for inex- 
act reasoning in, 239-258 
Semantics and computation of the generalized 
modus ponens, 195-217 
Sensitivity analysis, in explaining evidential 
analyses, 299-353 
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Set logic, 369-373, 379-381 
Similarity relation, 282-285 
Tolerance relation, 285-289 
Truth maintenance system, 400-406, see also 
ATMS 
Uncertainty management in a pyramid vision 
system, 59-85 
Valuation-based language 
for categorical knowledge, 391-396 
for expert systems, 383--411 
Vision system, pyramid, uncertainty manage- 
ment in, 59-85 
